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EXPLORATION OF THE MOON AM) PLANETS 

Before the year 1961, the American Space Prgram was hampered by 
frequent changes in plans . President Kennedy stepped in. He laid 

down that the Moon program was to have top priority. He asked that a 

firm., program be drawn up for getting to the Moon by the year 1970, 
and that the program be adhered to. 

recently, NASA gave hearing to a strong aroeal to imitate the Kussians, 

by landing on dry land instead of in the sea. The appeal was rejected. 

It would entail re-designing the Apollo Spacecraft. It would definitely 

delay the program. 

The Apollo program, as dr^an up in 1961, planned both manned and 

unmanned flignts. The manned flights were: Mercury, Gemini, and preliminary 

flights in the Apollo spaceeraft. 

The Mercury flights have been successfully completed. The Gemini 

flights are in progress. They have already determined man's ability to 

stay in orbit for two weeks. They are now training men to work and to 

maneuver in space. 

The unmimed flights planned in 1961 were: Hanger and Surveyor. 

The Sanger programm was completed with the close-up pictures of the 

Moon. The first Surveyor capsule is due to be soft-landed on the Moon 

within a few months. The Russians knew that the American program called 

for a soft landing this year. This knowledge stimulated the Russian 

eiroro, begun last May, to make a soit landing on the Moon. Tney 
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t^SDomm^^us^ tried , and failed, four feimes last year,- in May, June, 

October and December. They succeeded this year, on February 3rd, with 

Luna 9. L ^ VO t & 

Sir Bernard Lovell, at Jodrell Bank, in England, had tracked Luna 

9 all the way to the Moon. Four minutes after its landing, he started 

receieving new signals from it. Sir Bernard recognised the signals* They 

were of the type that could be converted into pictures. He hoped, on 

the morrow, to do just that. 

Meanwhile, in Moscow, the regular radio program was interrupted 

to announce that Luna 9 had landed on the Moon, in the Ocean of Storms, 

and that *a communication link ims established*vith Earth*. 

When Luna 9 landed on the Moon, the Moon was two days before its 

Full phase. It showed to us a thinfc dark crescent to fehe left. Luna 

9 landed on the dark portion of the Moon. Its camera received a command 

from Eussia to start operating. It obeyed. Lovell received its signals. 

So did the Eussians. But no pictures came tjiat evening, beoause the 
fflurzxxi b&Jl 

Qamera was in the dark. ^The Russians ̂ announced that a communication 
link had been established. 

On the Moon, the interval rrom sunrise to sunset is about 1U days. 

The day after Luna 9 landed, it was in sunlight, with the sun 7 degrees 

above x,ne camera's horizon, when it next received a command to operate. 
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February Ijth was a big day at Joflrell Bank. Fortunately^the 

Moon was not rising until the a£-ternoon. Tl̂ ere was time to prepare a 

good reception for it. 

The Daily Express, of London, lent a radio-photo receiver to 

Sir Bernard Lovell. This was connected with the radio telescope. 

About 3.30 in the afternoon, pictures started coming in. That evening, 

two of the pictures were shown on British TV. 

Moscow time is three hours ahead of Greenwich time.,- so most good 

Muscovites were in bed when the British were looking at the pictures 

from Luna 9* Thej had gone to bed happy with the news, fed to them 

by the Moscow radio, that Russia had obtained pictures from Luna 9, which 

would "be released Sn good time". 

The following morning the Russians were not happy when they 

learned that the Brifstisfv had scopped them on the pictures. 

That afternoon, and the following afternoon both the British and Russians 

received more pictures. On Sunday, the batteries of Luna 9 died. The 

Americans were surprised that the batteries lasted only three days. Khen 

they land instruments on the moon, they hope to have them function for 

six weeks after landing. & & /<?, ^ W ^ j r , 
diusr̂ It ^ ^ * 

It was on Thursday, February 3rd, that Luna 9 landed on the Moon. 

On Monday, February 7th, in the United States, the magazines Time and 

Life went to press. Both were loud in their praise of Russia!s landing 

a one-and-a-half ton craft on the Moon. 

That night, after the Russians had, for four days, received 

prjR&sfehffcoa all over the world for their feat, and after being reasonably 

sure that weeklies all over the world would carry the story that they 
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had landed a one-and-a-half spacecraft on the Moon, they blandly 

announced that the one-and-a-half ton space craft had not soft-landed. 

About one second before it crashed, it had ejected an instrument package, 

weighing 220 pounds, which soft-landed. 

There is a big difference between soft-landing a ton-and-a-half 

spaceship and a 220 pound capsule. A capsule that would weigh 220 

pounds here on Earth would weigh less than kO pounds on the Moon. 

claimed to have 
The Russians never soft-landed a ton-and-a-half on 

the Moon. Their statements were carefully worded. For instance, they 

had ^l^aansd. that the landing showed that the surface layer of the Moon 

is "strong enough to support more or less heavy objects". This seemed 

a very modest statement, until we learned that the object was in fact 

only more or less heavy. 

Between the first dayAphotos were received and the next day, 
Crw f^onCf^ 

the instrument package^settled a little. A comparison of two photos^ 

of the same area, one taken on Friday^ and the other on Saturday show 

that in the interval, the camera had become tilted. The surface on ef HO which the capsule lay cannot have been too hard, if ^^^jeK^inrl package 

sank further into it, at one corner, about 48 hours after coming to 

rest on it. 

After announcing that what was soft-landed was an instrument 

package, the Russians said that the lens of the camera on the moon was 

about knee-high, or about two feet off the lunar ground. This disclosure 

made the early British and American interpretations of the photographs 

sound silly. They were based on the supposition that the photos were 
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taken from a height of about ten feet, - a supposition which put the 

horizon twice as far away as it was, and increased correspondently 

estimations of the heights of objects. 

uM 

A foreground object which threw a long shadow wasAjudged by the 

Soviets to be about six inches high. Further away, objects about a 

foot in diameter were common. They looked like stones, but could be 

piles of cinders. From the photos we can say that the lunar surface OA^y fLd^^^ i^ J 
1 is a rough-textured porous mass with disparate sharp-edged fragments 
A 

scattered over it. 

Photographs cannot tell the hardness of a surface. What we have 

learned from Luna 9* is that a ̂ BBQ- r>mm^prtblaaffe falling at about 10 

miles per hour, sank a few inches on the surface where it landed, and 

after about 48 hours tilted, as though one corner of it was resting on 

something which gave way under its weight. 
So much for Luna 9 

On March 2nd, headlines in the newspapers told us of the Russians 

having landed a spacecraft on Venus. 

Before speaking about this achievement, I wish to remind you of 

what already had been achieved in interplanetary travel. 

On August 26, 1962, the Americans launched their Mariner II to 

fly by Venus. After a 109-day flight, it flew by Venus on December 14. 

During its flight it kept sending back information. It made the 

discovery that as Venus was approached, the solar wind got stronger. 

In passing by Venus, it found that Venus had little or no magnetic 

field. Its temperature measurements led to the conclusion that the 

surface temperature^was about 800°F., which is about 200° higher than 
fMariner il flew by the planet 

astronomers on Earth had estimated. 
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at a distance of about ±fSMk 22,000 miles. Due to drifting in the solar 
qL cnn» rv^ 

wind, it did not pass as close to Venus as planned? The lesson 

was learned that in interplanetary flights some allowance must be made for 

the solir wind or to overcome drifting in it. 

In sending back information from the vicinity of Venus, when it was 

36 million miles from Earth, the Americans set up what was then a long 

distance radio communication record. 

A new long distance record was set up by the American Mariner IV, 

when it flew by Kars on July 1U,1965* and sent back information (and 

photographs) from a distance of 13U million miles. Thereafter, as 

Mariner IV continued to orbit round the Sun, its radio record was improved 

uponfuntii October 1st. Then, when it was 191 million miles from the 
Earth, and its daily meassages were pretty much the same, its radio was 

remote control) 

turned off (by sarsmaMxtesDoxttej^o conserve the batteries, so as that 

they would function in September 1967, when Mariner IV will be passing 

close to the Earth. However, on January Uth last, the radio was turned 

on again beaause Mariner IV was computed to be, on that day, at its 

furthest from the Earth. Mariner IV was contacted snd replied, setting 

up a long distance communication record |6f 216 million miles. 
When passing Mars, Mariner IV sent back a wealth of information. 

pressure 

The atmosphere of ±ks Mars is very thin. The atmospheric to®gradtaces 

at its surface is about 15 millibars, or about the same as the pressure 

at 18 miles above our Earth. Mars has an ionosphere. It has keknxgmck 

little or no magnetic ±±isstsn field. The strip of its surface photographed 

is pock-marked with little craters. 
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Mars is a more difficult* target than Venus. It is further away, and is 

only about half the size of Venus. Mariner IV flew by M^s^rasFpSSffiBI^ 

at a distance of about 6,000 miles. 

The Russians have not,as yet, succeeded in getting a spacecraft 

to Mars. It is not for want of trying. They have had six failures. 

The success of the Mariner IV flight was in large measure due to 

the experience gained by Mariner II. To counteract drift from the solar 

wind there was installed in Mariner IV an electric eye tuned to keep its 

eye on the star Canopus, the bightest star in the region of the sky towars 

whjc h the spacecraft was sailing. 

The Russians, besides making six unsuccessful attempts to send a 

space craft to Mars, also made six unsuccessful attempts to send a space-

craft to Venus. 
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x p ^ c ^ f e t e j o c 

jifefiCxaBi*̂  

Their spacecraft yiamed Venus 2, which {fefc&i*. 

Ftghj^nax^o^^ h^jj^Hete&gr^i^^ was launched on 

November 12, 1965* Four days later, Venus 3 was launched. Shortly 

afterwards, an official Soviet statement announced that the two spacecraft 

would pass the planet Venus, on opposite sides of it, about March 1st. 

On February 10th, at a press conference on the soft landing of 

Luna 9 on the Moon, Dr. Keldysh, head of the Soviet Academy of Science, 

said that a soft landing on Venus was not planned, that both would fly 

by Venus about March 1st. On February 27th, a Reuter's dispatch from 

Moscow announced that Venus II and Venus III were scheduled to pass 

Venus during the current week, on either side of the planet. 

That the two spacecraft were to pass on opposite sides of the 

planet was a satisfactory explanation of why the two had been launched 

within four days of each other. Making almost simultaneous observations 

from opposite sides of Venus could have scientific value. 

The world was surprised on March 1st, when Moscow announced that 

Venus III had landed on Venus and that Venus II had flown by it on 

February 2?th, the day on which Reuter, in Moscow, was permitted to 

release a dispatch reminding the world of the pending double fly-by. 

Pressed by enquiries on March 1st, a leading Soviet Space Scientist, 

Professor Ivanchenko, said that the re-iterated statement that there was 

to be a double fly-by had been made "to justify the entire experiment in 
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case a mid-course manoeuver of Venus III was not successful in pin-

pointing the planetary target". To the questions: 

What are we now to believe? Is the story of the landing to justify the 

failure of a double fly-by? Did Venus III hit the planet by mistake? 

That this was not so was suggested by the official Soviet announcement tf^i 

the spacecraft had "delivered to the surface of Venus a pennant bearing 

the coat of arms of the Union of Soviet Republics'1, and that inside was 

a medal bearing the Soviet coat of arms. 

The Soviets admit that as Venus III was nearing the planet Venus, 

radio contact with the spacecraft was lost. When contact was lost, the 

craft was heading for the planet and could not miss hitting it. The 

computed time of landing was given as 9*56 A.M., Moscow time. 

Astronomers round the world estimated that the spacecraft Venus III, 

when it entered the atmosphere of Venus, must have been travelling at 

about 11,000 miles per hour relative to the planet. It must have, at the 
V U } $ 

very least, been badly scorched^in passing through the atmosphere of <khe 

rpisaaaeHt, which is one unbroken hollow sphere of carbon dioxide. On hitting 

the planet's surface it would bury itself, if the surface is soft, or be 

smashed into smithereens, if the surface is hard. 

X^JLArZ CSY^tcc CL^J ̂ l^y^J 

Abw»t^ten days after the crash of Venus III, the Russians 

announced that the spacecraft was meant to eject a 35-inch diameter 

sphere, covered with heat protective material, which was to land by means 

of na parachute system1. What did happen, the Soviets do not know. 

Together with this frank admission, the Russians disclosed that they had 

also lost contact with the spacecraft Venus II, before it flew by Venus, 

at a distance of 25,000 miles from the planet, *S,CrrV ? tJk, ^Jhst 
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_ The net result is that neither^spacecraft sent back any information oufoict 

4tC the planet Venus, and that the Russians have not yet succeeded in 

extending their radio communication beyond jmxixilliigK^ 3® million 

miles, about one-sixth of the distance over which the Americans had 

communication with Mariner 4, on January 4th last. 

ti^e-^rggfej^ $ comparison of the efforts of the United 

States and the efforts of the Soviet Union at planetary exploration^ 

The United States1 effort remains minimal, despite success. The Soviet 

effort remains large, despite failure. Russia has devoted 25 per cent 

of its space flights to planetary probes. The United States has devoted 

only 7 per cent. 

In the United States, the Moon program has priority. Nothing 

is done, nor will be done, to interfere with that program. American 

space flights are primarily a search for knowledge. NASA is dominated 

by scientists. The Russian program is dictated by the Russian propaganda 

machine. The Russians like to impress the world by being the first to 
millions of people in 

do this, that, and the other thing. They know that 
underprivileged countries 

:taaKDe2bQ6J5q|râ  are more impressed by the Russians hitting Venus with 

useless hardware, than they are by the announcement of the fact that the 

pressure at the surface of Mars is 15 millibars. 

In oonoluoionj I would like to romind you of the oarly dayg^of" 

the Second V/orld War. In the year 1940, in the eyesja£--*gTl but Winston 

Churchill, the British and French seeme^J^ff^e destined for defeat. 

Churchill predicted that t^s^tSr would last six years, and that to win the 
He instituted 

war, we mustjaatfe^planes in plenty and men to man them. 

OoiBwrntcalth—Training Plan, ifhieli gi-ew rmfrilr Uiew were three hundred 
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About 18 months ago, tne American Academy of Science, petitioned 

the President of the United States to grder priority .xoaxxue^e^plor 

ox Mars, alter the Moon program is Xinisnt*a# No action was uaK.en and no 

promises were mad©. is a ccnseqrieace, rlans for the exploration cf 

liars remain a drawing board exercise. It looks as though after Project 

Apollo is completed, space ventures may oaouh as cat$tch can. 

Last Monday vMarch 28), in Baltimore, there was a jo-dnt meeting 

of the American Institute of Aeronautics and the \merican Astronautical 

Society. The theme of the conference was "Stepping Stones to i^ars". 

It was suggested that on the first manned mision to Mars, men should 

spend at leat 21 days there, exploring. Sketches were submitted of 

prefabricated aluminum sheltefs to house them. Sib, if any of you 

contemplate extending your business to Mars, you had better start stocking 

aluminum^ ** ^ ^ ^ X m m A ' 

In conclusion, I would like to remind you of the early days of the 

Second World War. In the year 19i|0, in the^yes of all but Winston Churchill, 

the Briatish and French situation looked desperate. Churchill predicted 

thafthe war would last six years, and that to win the war, we must have 

planes in plenty and men to man them. He instituted the Commonwealth 

Training Plgn, which grew until there were three hundred thousand airmen 
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Canada and New Zealand training in Canada. Meanwhile the British were 

driven out of Greece and Crete. The Germans were knocking at the door 

of Alexandria in Egypt. Many (notably the Australians) pleaded that men 

should be taken from training and sent to help the armies in the field. 

Churchill said: nNo!f, and was adamant. In May 19^1, the pride of the 

British Navy, the Hood, was sunk near Greenland. In December of that 

year, the Americans were drawn into the war. They lost the Phillipines. 
oSU 

The British lost Malaya, and^their second-best battleship, the Prince of 

Wales. Eisenhower joined Churchill, and was in agreement with Churchill's 

policy. Let the enemy have their day of petty victories. 

So in space. In years to come, the days of the Russian 'firsts1 

will be forgotten, when the Americans will be the masters of outer space, 

even as the British were once rulers of the high seas. 


